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The Consumer Electronics Show is not only about consumer gadgets, as enterprise vendors such as Dell and Intel tend to
announce major new technology advancements as well. CES 2013 was no different. Here are the top business tech
announcements from Las Vegas.

Sysomos MAP

The Sysomos data analyt ics tool could be a boon for companies trying to understand their social networking engagement
and track a brand worldwide. The tool analyses two years of data and billions of online posts to determine who is influencing
a brand and whether there is posit ive or negative sentiment. For example, Ford Motor Company could use the tool to find
out whether social network posts are favorable to a new model, or American Express could track who is influencing opinions.
Detailed charts let users compare an enterprise brand against a competitor and see trends over t ime.
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Related Art icles

Google invests in digital signature company DocuSign [8]Google decided to invest because electronic signatures are
being rapidly adopted worldwide >>
Dell's thumb-size PC, Project Ophelia, ships to testers [9 ]Dell hopes to bring PC, media player and gaming console
functionality to its thumb-size PC >>
Dell to launch Google Android tablet in UK? [10 ]Source predicts 5in touchscreen device for CES >>
Microsoft 's CES no-show: Epic fail or epic foresight? [11]For the first  t ime in what seems like forever, Microsoft 's
ubiquitous centerpiece booth and opening night keynote are missing from CES. >>
LinuxWorld 2007 Roundup [12]strap >>
Windows Mobile 7: Can it  rescue Microsoft? [13]Redmond's last ditch attempt to hang on in the mobile market >>

 [14]
BlackBerry 10 [14]

Check out our latest art icles about BlackBerry's new mobile OS BlackBerry 10 [15].

Intel Personify Chat

There's a radical new enterprise-grade chat system that will debut this year, and Intel provided a sneak-peek at how it  will
work at CES 2013. Video overlays of meeting attendees (or whatever you are sharing on your screen) appear over the web.

Consumerisat ion concerns are overrated, says EIU [16 ]
IT consumerisat ion is increasing business risk, claims survey [17]
Consumerisat ion of IT unstoppable, says Orange [18]

The idea is to include the "talking head" of attendees on top of the subject at hand to combine video interaction and
collaboration. This promotes better engagement between those in the meeting, as they are always up on the screen.

Dell Project Ophelia
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This thumb drive computer from Dell is packed with enterprise features. Employees can plug the device, which is about the
size of your finger, into any computer or monitor with a USB port. The Android-powered OS allows employees to access the
web from any device-but, more importantly, the thumb drive provides secure VPN access over Wi-Fi. Admins can manage the
thumb drive using the Dell Wyse Cloud Client Manager [19 ].
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iMeet

This popular videoconference and virtual desktop web applicat ion lets employees connect quickly in a mult i-session chat.
When one person speaks, the app automatically highlights that speaker. At CES, the company announced new iPhone and
iPad apps, with more mobile offerings in the works. In the next few weeks, iMeet will announce a partnership with Plantronics
that lets users press a button on a Plantronics headset to start an iMeet call.

Verizon Business Share Everything Plan

Verizon announced a new Share Everything data plan intended for companies with 25 lines and a second plan called
Nationwide for Business. What's notable about the new business plans is that you can now choose one all-company plan, for
about $225 per month, to share 30GB of data between employees. That flexibility means you can combat the bring your own
device (BYOD) trend, which might violate company policies, and mix and match devices according to group needs.

Invensas xFD

Invensas demonstrated new RAM technology called xFD, also called dual in-line memory module (DIMM)-in-a-package. This
new design is 80% smaller than the Small-Outline-DIMM modules it  intends to replace and should usher in an era of ultra-slim
notebooks. For businesses, the slimmer design means more portability for those who rely on an ultrabook as their primary
work PC. The compact size also means more room for other components and a bigger battery.

DocuSign

If it 's good enough for the Internal Revenue Service then, it  will probably work for your business. At CES, DocuSign — a
company that makes electronic signature technology — announced that the IRS would now accept its signature tech on
documents. The system is flexible: You can upload a scanned signature, sign with your mouse, or pick from an exist ing
signature only you know. To sign, you click a button embedded into the document.
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